Smart-cards are considered to be one of the most secure, tamperresistant, and trusted devices for implementing confidential operations, such as authentication, key management, encryption and decryption for financial, communication, security and data management purposes. The commonly used RSA PKCS#11 standard defines the Application Programming Interface for cryptographic devices such as smart-cards. Though there has been work on formally verifying the correctness of the implementation of PKCS#11 in the API level, little attention has been paid to the low-level cryptographic protocols that implement it.
INTRODUCTION
Smart-cards are ubiquitous and are universally considered to be secure, tamper-resistant, and trustworthy devices. They have been used to implement confidential operations such as user identification and authentication and sensitive data storage and processing.
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ACSAC '15, December 07-11, 2015 These operations involve a deliberately confidential communication between smart-cards and third-party systems. Such communication is prone to "man-in-the-middle" attacks thus rendering smart-cards vulnerable.
Sniffing the smart-card communication and consequently performing man-in-the-middle attacks has attracted a lot of attention and many tools have been proposed (e.g., [7, 15] ). Studies have exposed that such attacks reveal severe problems. For example, by blind-replaying a communication session one may distinguish different passports [6] . The way an attack is designed varies depending on the target e.g., knowledge of the semantics of a communication session may suggest attacks like the previous one, PIN or authentication data sniffing, access to sensitive keys, execution of unauthorized operations or cloning the card. However, for an attack to be universally successful it has to deal with proprietary protocol implementations as well as with inter-industry ones, an issue that previous studies do not address.
Analyzing, attacking and fixing cryptographic standards used by smart-cards, such as PKCS#11, is an active area. As defined in PKCS#11 [18] , cryptography is only one aspect of security and the token is only one component in a system; one must consider the environment the token operates in as well. Smart-cards supposedly offer a tamper-resistant environment for protecting sensitive data, but should also be designed so that this data remains secure. This is delegated to the communication protocols, under the assumption that these protocols are secure. Proprietary implementations create the illusion of security as they hide the card's code. A smart-card operates as a black-box: only access to the card's code may reveal the semantics of the communication protocol and its internal operations. We propose reverse-engineering the smart-card communication protocol, with respect to PKCS#11, to determine the security of that implementation. We present REPROVE, which stands for Reverse Engineering of PROtocols for VErification: an automated tool based on first-order logic, that infers the semantics of the communication, the on-card operations and their interconnection with the PKCS#11. REPROVE is implementation-and function-independent, as it deals with both inter-industry and proprietary implementations and does not require access to the card's code.
An alternative to REPROVE's automated reasoning is to manually reverse-engineer the trace. This is not straightforward and is far from a quick exercise. It requires access to the card's library and its internal calls, whereas REPROVE does not. If one tries to guess the meaning of the trace, without access to the card, then, given the combinatorial nature of the problem, one will need to test a considerably large number of combinations (e.g., in some of the cards we tested there are more than 540 × 86 8 possible combinationssee also Section 4) which will require a long time to decode. RE-PROVE does this in a matter of milliseconds.
PKCS#11 defines an Application Programming Interface (API) for smart-cards. Any API call (i.e., calling a specific cryptographic function) initiates a low-level communication that manifests as a communication trace of API requests to the smart-card, as shown in Figure 1 . REPROVE reverse-engineers the low-level implementation of the cryptographic protocol by automatically aligning the byte-wise decomposition of the communication trace to expected PKCS#11 calls for specific types of functionality. This process is helpful in multiple ways: (a) It provides the means to test smartcard implementations and discover their security vulnerabilities. (b) In the absence of detected vulnerabilities, it provides empirical evidence for the security of the implementation. (c) It can be used by the developers of smart-card technologies to test their implementations. (d) It can be used by the clients themselves, to test whether their card is vulnerable to attack and, therefore, fraud.
A security token, such as a smart-card, implements all the cryptographic operations internally. The token stores objects (e.g., data and certificates) that can be accessed via session handles, and performs cryptographic functions. PKCS#11 is the most widely used cryptographic standard of functions like signing, encryption, decryption, etc. API-related attacks were first discovered in [14] , followed by the exposure of the vulnerability to attacks of PKCS#11 [3, 8] . Formally analyzing security APIs and reasoning about attacks has been revisited [11, 16, 19, 20, 23 ] through approaches like model checking, theorem proving, customized decision procedures, or reverse-engineering for verification [3, 10, 12, 16, 22] . However, security analysis has mostly focused on the PKCS#11 itself. There has been less attention given to the implementations connected to the standard, such as the low-level communication between the on-card and the off-card applications, defined by the Application Data Protocol Unit (APDU).
The basic principles of the APDU, e.g., the structure and the contents of the exchanged messages, the available inter-industry commands etc, are specified by the ISO 7816 standard. Precisely following the standard is not compulsory. Many smart-card manufacturers deviate from the standard under the assumption that a proprietary APDU implementation is more secure. REPROVE reverseengineers the APDU implementation and deduces the card's functionalities, regardless of whether it is inter-industry, proprietary or a mixture of both.
A high-level description of REPROVE is shown in Figure 2 . The card communicates with the reader and this communication generates a trace that we reverse-engineer. The analysis module accepts as parameters the trace and abstract models of the cryptographic protocols; and outputs how the card performs specific cryptographic functions. It models the low-level communication in first-order logic, and uses reasoning and inference over plugin knowledge bases, which consist of APDU abstractions based on ISO 7816 and PKCS#11, to automatically reverse-engineer the model. Its algorithm parses a communication trace and uses these abstractions to draw conclusions about the semantics of the various elements of the trace, narrow-down their possible implementations and infer the card's actually executed operations.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work for modeling the APDU layer and formally reverse-engineering it by mapping the low-level communication to the on-card operations and to the PKCS#11 standard. The abstract models of the background knowledge do not hard-code the implementation. Instead, they offer a generic framework to automatically capture different implementations. Specific implementations are mapped to these abstractions by reasoning about the exact meaning of the input trace. Our novelty stems from not requiring access to the card's software and dealing with both inter-industry and proprietary implementations in a single setting. Smart-card attacks If an attacker compromises the APDU level and the communication is not secure, she can have access to the card's sensitive information, e.g., private keys, or data that should be encrypted but is not. [17] , for instance, proposes a man-in-themiddle device to allow authentication without knowing the card's PIN by intercepting and modifying the communication between the card and terminal. A different approach is to bypass confidentiality by assuming access to the APDU buffer used to exchange data [1] . The SmartLogic tool [15] obtains full control over the smart-card communication channel for eavesdropping and man-inthe-middle attacks. These efforts motivate the need for a formal way of reverse-engineering the protocol and reasoning about smartcard security. A key assumption of all these approaches is that the implementation of the communication channel is known beforehand. However, a good number of smart-card vendors opt for a proprietary implementation, which renders the existing security analysis approaches inapplicable. A proprietary implementation of the communication, as witnessed by any security testing framework, looks like a random sequence of bits that needs to be deciphered to understand its semantics. Reverse-engineering protocols Protocol reverse-engineering is a related area to our project, but works up to date do not satisfy the requirements of our project. For example, Polygot [4] automatically extracts protocol messages through binary analysis. Another similar approach is Prospex [9] , which infers the protocol format and the corresponding state machines. Discoverer [13] reverseengineers the protocol message formats. ReFormat [21] reverseengineers encrypted messages, and [5] infers protocol state machines based on abstractions provided by the end users. All these projects either: (i) require software access, and/or (ii) assume known message semantics, and/or (iii) derive only the protocol message format without its semantics. What is central to our project is to make no assumptions about prior knowledge apart from what is publically available, i.e., the inter-industry commands of ISO 7816, and map the communication to the card's internal operations.
Contributions and roadmap The main contributions of this paper are:
• Section 2 gives an overview of the PKCS#11 ISO/IEC 7816 standards. We show the discrepancies between the interindustry and proprietary definitions of the commands covered by the standard, and how these discrepancies aggravate the problem of reverse-engineering communication traces.
• Section 3 presents the modeling of the APDU layer and its interconnection to PKCS#11. Due to space limitations we focus on sample implementations of the C_logIn function. REPROVE, however, is function independent as it is possible to plug in different models. Computing all potential proprietary implementations and testing them for correctness is practically infeasible, as it is a combinatorial problem. Instead, we produce a model that is based on decomposing the various functionalities of the API into finer-grained subfunctionalities and analyze how the commands of the standard can be used to implement these functionalities. We present the reverse-engineering algorithm to automatically analyze a trace of commands and group them according to their intended functionality as this has been captured by our model.
• Section 4 evaluates the accuracy of REPROVE, after reverseengineering five commercially available smart-cards for nine cryptographic functions. Our results suggest that our methodology can be used to automatically reverse-engineer traces to detect security flaws for other PKCS#11 functions as well.
• Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary of our findings and with our future work directions.
BACKGROUND

RSA PKCS#11
Security APIs implement access to sensitive resources in a secure way. The design of such APIs is critical, as they have to ensure the secure creation, deletion, importing and exporting of a key from a device. Also, they are responsible for permitting the use of these keys for encryption, decryption, signing and authentication so that even if a device is exposed to malicious software the keys remain secure. The RSA PKCS#11 standard specifies an ANSI C API, called Cryptoki, for hardware devices that can perform cryptographic functions and store cryptographic-related and encrypted data. It aims to 'sand-box' an application and isolate it from the details of the underlying cryptographic device.
When an application connects to a security token it authenticates itself and initiates a session which is either public or private, defining the kind of objects the application can access and the types of operations that it can perform on them. Each session is assigned with a unique value by the Cryptoki, the session handle, to prevent a blind-replay of the same session: replaying the communication trace of the session and replicating its functionality thereby bypassing all the security mechanisms through repetition of the transmitted information. The application can then access the token's objects e.g., keys and certificates.
Objects have attributes which may be the value of the object or properties that define the allowed actions e.g., CKA_EXTRACTABLE set to false means that the value of the object cannot be extracted from the token. PKCS#11 provides a set of functions for e.g., key, token, session and object management, encryption, and decryption. When a function for a particular object is called, the token checks whether the attributes of that object allow the use of that object with respect to the called function.
The functions that we have successfully reverse-engineered are the following, according to the standard [18] : C_login is called to log a user onto the token. A successful call can initiate a private session and provide user access to the token's private objects. The function takes as inputs the session handle, the type of the user (user, or a privileged user termed a security officer), the location of the user's PIN and the length of the PIN.
C_generateKey is called to generate a secret key or a set of domain parameters. It takes as inputs the session handle, the location of the generation mechanism, the location of the template for the new key's attributes, the number of attributes in the template and the location of the handle of the new key.
C_sign signs data, with the signature being an appendix to the data. Its inputs are a session handle, the location of the data, the location of the signature and the length of the signature.
C_findObjectsInit is called to initiate a search for token and session objects that match an input template with attribute values to match. It takes as inputs the session handle, the location of the template and the number of attributes in the template.
C_findObjects is called after C_findObjectsInit and obtains the handles of the objects that match the given template. It takes as inputs the session handle, the maximum number of the returned handles, the location of the additional object handles and the location of the actual number of the returned handles.
C_getAttributeValue is called to obtain the value of one or more attributes of an object. It takes as inputs the session handle, the object's handle, the location of a template with the attribute values to be obtained and the number of the template's attributes.
C_setAttributeValue is called to modify the value of one or more attributes of an object. It takes as inputs the session handle, the objects' handle, the location of the template with the attributes, the number of the attributes to change and the new values of the attributes.
C_wrapKey is called to encrypt a private or a secret key. It takes as inputs the session handle, the location of the wrapping mechanism, the handle of the wrapping key, the handle of the key to be wrapped, the location of the wrapped key and the length of the wrapped key.
C_encrypt is called to encrypt single part data. It takes as inputs the session handle, the data to be encrypted, the location of the encrypted data and the the length of the encrypted data.
C_unwrapKey is called to decrypt a wrapped key and creates a new private key or a secret key objects. It takes as inputs the session handle, the location of the unwrapping mechanism, the handle of the unwrapping key, the wrapped key, the length of the wrapped key, the location of the new key, the location of the template of the new key, the number of the attributes in the template and the location of the handle of the new key.
ISO/IEC 7816
ISO 7816 defines the contact smart-cards and comes into 15 parts each of them specifying different characteristics of the card. RE-PROVE is based on parts 4, 8 and 9 which specify the organisation of the card, security access, the commands for interchange, and the commands for security operations and card management. The communication consists of command-response pairs: a command is sent by the outside world to the card and a response is the card's reply. A command consists of a compulsory 4-byte header, with the bytes named Cla, Ins, P1 and P2 and an optional body with fields Lc, Data and Le. The Cla field is the type of the command i.e., inter-industry or proprietary. The Ins field indicates the specific command, e.g., the select_file command. Fields P1 and P2 are the instruction parameters for the command, e.g., the offset to write into the selected file. The Lc is the number of bytes of the Data field. The latter contains the data sent to the card. Finally, Le is the number of the expected (if any) response bytes. A response consists of an optional body, the response data, and a compulsory 2-byte trailer of bytes SW1 and SW2 encoding the expected status of the card after processing the command). A command can (i) send data to the card; (ii) expect data from the card; (iii) both send and expect data; or (iv) none of the above. The length of the response depends on the sent command. ISO 7816 specifies the inter-industry command class for the Cla field, the allowable values of the Ins field and the expected combinations of values for the P1, P2 and SW1, SW2 fields for all inter-industry commands/responses. Table 1 : Implementations of the get_challenge command.
An APDU implementation is defined according to ISO 7816 and can either be inter-industry, where the command codings are defined by the standards; or proprietary, where the developers define their own command codings. Table 1 presents an inter-industry implementation of the get_challenge command and a possible proprietary one. Each byte of the inter-industry command can be decoded, whereas the semantics of the proprietary command is unknown. The inter-industry implementation has its Cla field set to 00 as ISO 7816 defines, so, the remaining fields can be decoded. The proprietary one has an unknown Cla code, so, it is not possible to determine the semantics of the command using the ISO-based codings. REPROVE aims to infer such unknown semantics.
Threat model
Reverse-engineering the APDU layer exposes possible bad practices and vulnerabilities for both the APDU and the PKCS#11 implementation. For example, permitting the token to reveal sensitive data when it should not, an implementation that does not use protection mechanisms, e.g., encryption, when transmitting sensitive data, or an implementation that performs cryptographic operations outside the token. In such cases the opportunity to steal sensitive information, e.g., keys, is almost inevitable. Moreover, reverseengineering the APDU layer provides the required knowledge to apply a wide range of attacks.
Attacker model The attacker model that we are considering is a non-legitimate user or a malicious software that control the communication layer to:
1. authenticate by compromising the C_logIn function and exploit their credentials to perform unauthorized operations and steal senstive data e.g., keys, and/or 2. send a sequence of APDU commands that lead to sensitive information leakage by repeating the same operations initiated by the API calls during the execution of a cryptographic function. Attacks Although performing such attacks is not part of this work, we have identified potential risks that can be addressed. Such attacks can be performed by using third party tools. Knowledge of the APDU semantics and the corresponding on-card operations may enable (i) manipulation of the communication to deceive the user, e.g., let the user believe that a particular operation is executed while in reality a different one is taking place, (ii) sniffing sensitive data, (iii) repetition of a communication run, (iv) alteration of the transmitted data, (v) alteration of a communication run by injecting commands, (vi) bypassing security mechanisms, (vii) unauthorized access to the card's operations, or (viii) cloning of the card.
Additionally, having the know-how of the PKCS#11 implementation at the APDU layer may allow access to the standard's functions and the token's objects that library calls do not permit, or the application of already known PKCS#11 attacks e.g., [8] by calling a function directly through the APDU layer. Also, it may allow an attacker (i) to compromise the C_logIn function to initiate a private session and gain access to the corresponding objects and operation, to steal the PIN, or even bypass that function, (ii) to blind-reply sessions with the token, (iii) to sniff sensitive data that may be transmitted during the execution of the function, (iv) to alter object attributes through C_setAttributeValue, or, (v) to identify the location of sensitive data.
The idea behind this work is that sufficient knowledge of the card's implementation and the APDU semantics may allow greater access than the API itself to specific PKCS#11 functions and sensitive objects, when the same access through library calls is restricted.
Reverse-engineering goals
Inferred model REPROVE takes as input an APDU trace and produces a model that describes the card's implementation of the communication protocol. Reverse-engineering addresses three different derivations of the protocol: the exchanged commands, the executed on-card operations during the communication and the interconnection with specific PKCS#11 functions, with each addressing different types of attacks. For example:
• Exchanged commands give insight into the semantics of the exchanged commands, may allow the identification of parts of transmitted data of interest to the attacker, or may gain knowledge of command semantics.
• On-card operations are mapped to a sequence of commands, so the attacker may have complete knowledge of the exact set of commands needed to execute unauthorized operations.
• Since each of the PKCS#11 function is recorded as sets of card operations, an attacker may be aware of which operations she needs to execute to perform already known PKCS#11 attacks. Tested functions In our experiments we tested REPROVE in five commercially available smart-cards and checked for the following PKCS#11 violations: (i) the cryptographic function is not executed on-card, (ii) the cryptographic function does not respect the PKCS#11 specifications, (iii) misuse of session handles, (iv) sensitive data leakage, i.e., when it should not be revealed and (v) lack of encryption when needed, e.g., when sensitive data is transmitted.
The outputs of REPROVE can be useful to both the card suppliers and private users, in order to verify the security of logging into a particular card. REPROVE aids in understanding the security properties of the underlying implementation. Our technique is extensible and allows different formal models to be plugged-in, depending on the security properties to be checked.
METHODOLOGY
We have modeled the APDU reverse-engineering as an inference problem. REPROVE has a built-in inference engine that allows to plug-in different knowledge bases such as models, abstractions and specifications of the protocol. The background knowledge to our problem consists of abstract models, which need to be instantiated according to the input trace. These models are based on ISO 7816 and define: (i) the main properties, the restrictions and requirements of communication, (ii) possible implementations of the on-card operations, (iii) possible implementations of specific PKCS#11 functions. Such models do not hard-code the implementation of the card. They present abstractions of different functionalities that are then refined according to the input trace. The background knowledge is expressed in first-order logic as it is machine-readable and expressive enough to model the protocol's rules. REPROVE's reverse-engineering algorithm constructs and refines the possible mappings while extracting abstract properties and functionalities. More formally, REPROVE applies the transformation function y( f (x)) with f : T n → I n and y : I n → O m , where T n is an input trace of n commands, I n is a set of n inter-industry commands and O m is a set of m on-card operations. In Figure 3 we show a high-level description of our modeling approach. Each individual card operation (functionality) of the card is decomposed into a sequence of steps (sub-functionalities). Each step is then implemented as a sequence of APDU commands: proprietary, inter-industry, or a mix of them. The APDU commands are further characterized depending on their data exchange properties (shown, for example, as 'YY' in the figure to indicate a command that both sends and receives data) and their role within the sub-functionality in question (core, additional, or dummy). The same command may have different data exchange properties and different roles depending the sub-functionality, e.g., command a and command x in Figure 3 . Categorization according to card operations The commands are further categorized depending on their role in a specific on-card operation, to: (i) Core: the basic commands that perform the operation, e.g., to create a new file create_file is a core command. (ii) Additional: the commands that add extra properties to the operation, but they do not change its meaning; the same operation can be performed without them. For example, to create a file, select is an additional command as it merely adds information to the file creation (e.g., selecting a path to create the file into) but the operation can be also performed without it. (iii) Dummy: the commands that neither send nor expect any data.
Modeling the APDU layer
They usually just query, or check, the communication with the card. For example, a verify command when it does not send nor expect any data to/from the card. Such commands may occur any time during the communication and they do not affect the reverse-engineering output. Command preconditions The preconditions of a command define: (i) the values of its parameters, (ii) the restrictions on the types of previously issued commands, (iii) different semantics for the same command, and (iv) the valid data types and file structures for that command. For instance, the common use of read_binary is to access the content of an elementary file (EF). Yet, if the value of parameter P1 is between 128 and 160 then read_binary is used to select the EF file defined by the data field D. This precondition is modeled as: Card operations We introduce a hierarchy of abstractions, the functionality models, which provide high-level views of different on-card operations, and the sub-functionality models which describe the steps by which each operation is implemented. A valid (sub-)/functionality has: (i) all its preconditions satisfied by the commands 3 seen so far, or (ii) has a subset of its preconditions satisfied by the commands seen so far, but it is possible to satisfy the rest by the commands that will follow, i.e., the (sub-)/functionality is partially satisfiable. Sub-functionalities Sub-functionalities model the steps, in terms of the exchanged commands, that are needed to perform a card operation. The same sub-functionality may be performed in different ways, thus, it may have more than one model. REPROVE's background knowledge has 36 sub-functionality models. In Ta which says that if the command Ins = 84 with a response of the card RD, is followed by the command Ins = 87 with its parameter P2 being between 128 and 256, then the reader has authenticated itself via a challenge-response external authentication. Furthermore, we categorize each sub-functionality as: (i) a sensitive operation: any process that we expect to deal with sensitive data, e.g., the verification of a PIN; or (ii) a non-sensitive operation: any generic process over non-sensitive data, e.g., the selection of a file. Functionalities Functionalities model the on-card operations. As there are different implementation ways, each functionality consists of a set of possible core and additional sub-functionalities. For example, consider two cards Card x and Card y which both store data (store_data). Card x performs this operation through a file_created sub-functionality, while Card y through a data_written. Table 3 presents a sample of the defined functionalities and their corresponding sub-functionality sets. The core sub-functionalities are extracted on the basis that at least one of them (but potentially more) are necessary for the implementation of the functionality. Additional sub-functionalities may appear in the implementation, but are not compulsory. REPROVE's background knowledge has 15 functionality models. General rules We define rules to describe communication restrictions, card responses, file specifications and data types. For instance, the following rule requires that if some data D of length Le is expected, then the response should contain D and the corresponding length should be Le. 3 Under the condition that the response is positive i.e., 90 00. RSA PKCS#11 models PKCS#11 models are expressed in terms of functionalities and represent our assumptions on how specific cryptographic functions might be implemented at the APDU level. These models aim to capture an abstraction of the expected on-card operations and they do not impose an implementation, but merely act as a flexible guide of the implemented functionality. Each cryptographic function is modeled as a set of functionalities based on the PKCS#11 and the ISO 7816 specifications. For example, for the C_logIn function we expect one of the authentication operations to be a core one: a PIN/Pass-code verification or a challenge-response one. Also, an invocation of the read_data functionality for authentication-related data is possible as an additional operation. Authentication is defined with respect to ISO 7816: (i) authentication with a PIN: the card compares received data from the outside world with internal data; (ii) authentication with a key: an entity to be authenticated has to prove the knowledge of a relevant key through the challenge-response procedure; (iii) data authentication: using internal data, secret or public, the card checks data received by the outside world. Another way is for the card to check secret internal data and compute a data element (cryptographic checksum or digital signature) and insert it to the data sent to the outside world; (iv) data encipherment: using secret internal data, the card enciphers a cryptogram received in a data field, or using internal data (secret or public) the card computes a cryptogram and inserts it in a data field, possibly together with other data.
∀Le, D(expected(data, Le, D) → (response(D) ∧ length(D, Le)))
Reverse-engineering algorithm
The algorithm consists of three steps, each addressing a different abstraction of the implementation: (i) the APDU semantics, (ii) the on-card operations that are executed during the communication, and (iii) the APDU implementation of a PKCS#11 function. Figure 4 shows how we restrict the search space during the threestep analysis: grey arrows indicate narrowing-down and black arrows indicate mapping; each path of a black tree is an individual mapping of the same APDU trace. The nodes appearing at the same depth represent different mappings of the same command; each path of a grey tree represents a sequence of operation steps (sub-/functionalities) and each path of a white tree represents a sequence of executed card operations (functionalities).
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Reducing the search space.
Step 1: Semantics of the APDU trace. Given an input trace T n of n commands, we generate a tree in which each path from root to leaf T n i is a semantic mapping of the trace such that T n → T n i . As the exchange of the command-response pairs is sequential so is the analysis of the commands, which implies that the semantics of an unknown command heavily depend on the previous commands. Each unknown command is categorized and all corresponding mappings M are identified, which are then narrowed-down to a set P based on precondition satisfiability. For each mapping m ∈ P , the commands analyzed so far are grouped, and sets that fully or partially 4 satisfy any sub-functionality are considered valid. The outcome of this process is a set of valid 5 mappings M of each unknown command such that M ⊆ P ⊆ M , and the set P which consists of different interpretations of T . More formally, Step 1 performs the transformation f : f (T n ) = P n where ∀T n i ∈ P n : T n → T n i .
Step 2: On-card operations. At this stage, given P n from the previous step, the commands at each T n i ∈ P n are grouped in all possible combinations. Each group is checked on whether there exist any sub-functionality(ies) that satisfy its preconditions. The outcome of this process is a set S l of sub-functionalities such that
Then all sub-functionalities in S l are grouped and the set of valid functionalities O m is identified. The sub-functionalities that do not satisfy O m are discarded along with the corresponding trace mappings. The overall step can be presented as a function y: y(P n ) = O m with S l → O m , S l ⊆ S l , and
Step 3: APDU implementation of the PKCS#11 function. Here, the set of functionalities O m from Step 2 is mapped to the background models of specific PKCS#11 functions, resulting in an interpretation of the communication in terms of the standard. The outcome is the APDU mapping to PKCS#11, the set of card operations that are executed during the communication O m ⊆ O m , and the APDU trace T n i ∈ T n that satisfy them. In each reverse-engineering step the low-level input (commands) evolves to abstract models (card operations). A schematic description of the transformations of the commands during the reverseengineering process is presented in Figure 5 . The trace itself goes through a sequence of transformations: from commands, to interindustry mappings, to potential sub-functionalities, to groups of sub-functionalities into higher-level functionalities. If REPROVE is successful in providing a sequence of functionalities that describe a PKCS#11 function, then the trace is effectively reverseengineered. This translates into a vulnerability for the card as it exposes its implementation. Reverse-engineering algorithm The overall reverse-engineering process for a trace of commands is shown in Algorithm 1. The input to the algorithm is a list T of commands representing the communication trace, whereas the output is a list P of potential mappings of T (each mapping is a list itself) and a list O of card functionalities. The list P is initialized to [[]] which indicates that the first mapping is the empty one. Each command c ∈ T is then analyzed and depending on its value of Cla it is classified as proprietary or inter-industry. In the former case (lines 3 to 5) the values of its L c , D , and L e parameters are checked to categorize its data exchange properties and obtain a list M of potential mappings. From M we only keep the valid mappings (lines 5 to 6) and store them in P. The valid mappings are identified based on precondition and subfunctionality satisfiability (lines 6 to 9): for each potential mapping to an inter-industry command, we check that the preconditions of the inter-industry command are met by computing the union of the postconditions of all commands that precede it. If the preconditions of an inter-industry command are not met, the erroneous mapping is removed from M and the analysis continues to the next candidate mapping; else, we iterate over the analyzed trace so far, and look at the categorization of commands based on their role. Using this role, we group commands into different combinations that may form potential sub-functionalities. If such grouping exists, the mapping is stored in P. If c is an inter-industry command, there is only one such mapping n, so M is a singleton list. We search for satisfiable (sub-)/functionalities by this command and store the command in P (lines 13 to 17). At this point P consists of different mappings of the trace. Then, P is further narrowed-down based on the sub-functionality and functionality models (lines 18 to 25). For each different mapping of the trace, the commands are grouped into sub-functionalities which are then further grouped into higherlevel functionalities that are added to O, all in the context of our models. If no such grouping is found for a candidate trace, the trace is removed from P. If a grouping is found, its constituents mappings are annotated accordingly to denote this. The final step of the algorithm is to further narrow-down P by matching the resulting functionalities in O with the PKCS#11 models. In the end, P will contain zero or more traces of candidate mappings. If P is empty, our reverse-engineering has failed to produce a mapping. If there is only one trace in P we say that the mapping is unique. If there are more than one candidate traces the reverse-engineering is successful, but we have only identified an abstraction of the correct mapping.
Algorithm 1: The reverse-engineering process for a trace of commands input : List T of commands to be analyzed output: Potential mappings and operation models P for T annotate sub-functionalities with functionalities; 
EVALUATION
Experimental setting
We have evaluated REPROVE using five commercially available smart-cards. Each smart-card had its own API implementation, provided by the manufacturer, with none of them using an opensource implementation like opencryptoki. We were not able to test the same PKCS#11 functions for all cards. This is because in some cases the cryptographic function was executed library-side instead of token-side (i.e., outside the card instead of on-card), which is violation of the standard as it allows for sensitive data, eg., keys, to be transmitted outside of the token.
Our purpose was to assess REPROVE along the following dimensions:
• Functional success: the system infers at least one model. If REPROVE is unable to infer a model then, there are two cases: (i) the system has failed, or (ii) the communication is encrypted. The latter case is not REPROVE's failure as it merely acts as a verification that the implementation is secure.
• Quality of the results: the output captures at least a highlevel view of the implementation. REPROVE can produce more than one output models. We consider the following outcomes to be of high quality: (i) a unique model which matches exactly both with the low-and the high-level views of the implementation, i.e., the exchanged commands and the on-card executed operations, and (ii) two or more models that exactly match the high-level view of the implementation, i.e., on-card executed operations. To address these aspects we used the standard precision and recall metrics, as defined by: For each smart-card we used the sniffed APDU trace as the input to REPROVE. The trace was produced when each PKCS#11 function was called. We were aware of the implementation of each smart-card from the beginning but we treated them as unknowns during the reverse-engineering. To evaluate the quality of the results we compared REPROVE's output with the actual implementation. Because of a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) we must refrain from naming the cards and revealing details of their implementation. More information about their implementations and a reproduction of our study can be obtained with appropriate permission through an NDA.
Results
Number of inferred models REPROVE performed well on all cards: it inferred at least one model for the exchanged commands, one model for the on-card operations and one model for the analyzed cryptographic function. In most cases the inferred model was unique and matched exactly with the actual implementation of the card. The results are presented in Table 4 . For Card 1 and Card 2 in the case of C_logIn and for Card 5 in the case of C_sign RE-PROVE inferred the correct on-card operations but suggested two different implementation models. In all cases the correct model of the implementation existed within the suggested ones. Security vulnerabilities suggested by the models We checked REPROVE's suggested models for 1. security-vulnerabilities at the APDU layer, and 2. violations of the PKCS#11 standard.
1. APDU Level. The first security vulnerability we checked was sensitive information leakage and identification of the location of the sensitive data. The functions that were not implemented in a secure way are the following: i) C_logIn. In all cases we were able to identify the authentication data and the location that was stored. In two cases the authentication data was sent in plaintext, which consequently allowed manin-the-middle attacks. Moreover, the resulting models suggested the specific on-card operations that were executed during the authentication with the token. As the card uses the exact same authentication ways in each initiated session, such knowledge may enable a blind-replay attack where the attacker replays the exchanged data at specific points during communication; or, the attacker requests the same operations to be performed, in the hopes that these operations, albeit applied in a blind way, are enough to gain access to sensitive data. ii) C_wrapKey. In one case the card returned the sensitive key in plaintext and the function was executed library-side. iii) C_generateKey. In two cases the card returned the sensitive key in plaintext and the function was executed library-side. Table 4 : RSA PKCS#11 reverse-engineering evaluation results.
iv) C_encrypt. In one case the card returned the sensitive key in plaintext and the function was executed library-side. 2. RSA PKCS#11. We checked the resulting models for violations of the standard that may lead to security vulnerabilities. According to PKCS#11 each initiated session is uniquely identified by a freshly produced session handle. This handle will also be an input of each function that is called within that session. REPROVE's results showed that all tested cards violated this specification. Such departure from the standard allows blind-replaying a given session. Another problem is that trivial authentication methods were used. As the protocol is stateless, the same trivial authentication method is used before all operations over sensitive data. Therefore, by knowing how C_login is implemented one may employ this trivial authentication to gain access to unauthorized operations. Moreover, according to the PKCS#11 documentation sensitive keys must not be revealed off the token in plaintext which is another serious violation of the standard. Finally, one of the most significant findings is that in many cases the tested cryptographic functions took place library-side, instead of token-side as the intended use of smart-cards. Such misuse of the standard allows sensitive data to leave the token. Narrowing-down the search space The reverse-engineering of proprietary APDUs is a combinatorial problem and the solution time grows exponentially with the size of the APDU trace. RE-PROVE uses search to advance towards the proof, and inference to block and exclude directions from the search. During the analysis, the search space is continuously restricted until the final model is produced. To demonstrate REPROVE's effectiveness on that matter, we have implemented a baseline algorithm that generates a search tree that consists of all possible mappings (including different meanings of each command) of the APDU trace, based on the category each command belongs to. Table 5 presents the command combinations produced by the baseline algorithm, termed B.CC. The terms R.CC, R.SBC and R.FC present REPROVE's total command, sub-functionality and functionality combinations respectively. Model is the number of final model(s) suggested by RE-PROVE for the specific cryptographic function. At each successive step the number of alternative implementations is progressively reduced. As Table 5 happens when either most of the commands or all the commands of the trace are inter-industry, which suggests an 1-1 mapping. However, in some cases the search space is prohibitive, eg., in Card 2 for the C_generateKey function there are 540x86 8 total command combinations. In such cases REPROVE narrows-down the combinations to a single mapping. Discussion REPROVE inferred at least a high-level model of the actual implementation for all tested cards. In some cases the reverseengineering outcome was more than one model, each one capturing the same on-card operations but differed at the implementation level. We do not consider this as a failure as REPROVE provided at least a high-level view of the implementation. However, this shows the necessity of incorporating feedback techniques to refine the reverse-engineering outcome. A straightforward technique is to send the analyzed commands to the card in order to check the validity of the results and discard suggestions that do not work.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented REPROVE, a proof-of-concept system for automatically analyzing the low-level communication protocol of a smart-card by reasoning over a formal model of the ISO 7816 standard, regardless of the protocol's implementation. We have used REPROVE to successfully extract at least one model from each tested card and shown that, although analyzing proprietary implementations is a combinatorial problem, it is possible to leverage background knowledge to effectively reduce the search space. To the best of our knowledge, REPROVE is the first system that successfully reverse-engineers proprietary implementations. RE-PROVE's results can provide the necessary evidence to reason about the implementation of the protocol and discover possible security flaws. Obtaining such evidence is especially crucial, as bad implementations may lead to fraud and/or disputes between card issuer and client.
We have evaluated REPROVE by reverse-engineering the APDU implementations of five commercially available smart-cards. During these experiments we were surprised by our findings, which suggested many insecurities of the cards. All of the cards violate the specification of PKCS#11 that requires each session to be identified by a unique session handle. This specification aims at preventing blind-reply attacks and its violation automatically makes the token vulnerable. Also, the majority of the cards do not respect the security specifications of the standard by allowing sensitive information to leave the token or even performing the cryptographic functions library-side. Last but not least, we discovered implementations that allowed the cryptographic function to be executed outside the token. Regarding the implementation of the communication, in many cards sensitive data was treated as public: this part of the communication was not encrypted and the data was sent in plaintext. Such implementations are vulnerable to attacks and make the sectors that use them insecure. Detecting such violations manually is not trivial: it requires either knowledge of the semantics of the communication trace, access to the PKCS#11 library or/and to the card's code. REPROVE does not make any of these assumptions.
Reverse-engineering PKCS#11 based APIs and discovering vulnerabilities is not a new idea, e.g., Tookan [3] reverse-engineers a card's API and discovers security flaws with respect to the standard. On another perspective, Caml Crush [2] acts as an attack filtering tool that sits between the PKCS#11 device and the calling application. Caml Crush considers attacks only at the API level and not at the low-level communication. Targeting the implementation of PKCS#11 at the low-level communication is a novel idea and suggests a new way of attacking the standard by bypassing the API and talking directly to the device, thereby avoiding API-level restrictions. Such attacks cannot be detected nor filtered by such tools, as they address strictly the API level. REPROVE addresses PKCS#11 attacks at the APDU layer. PKCS#11 defines specifications for secure implementations and applies to a broad range of cards. These specifications have to be addressed at the communication layer as well, e.g., in session identification. REPROVE's analysis exposed several violations of the standard's specifications. Reaching these findings in the first place would not have been possible without reverse-engineering. We therefore believe our approach cuts across all layers of the PKCS#11 implementation and provides a blueprint that can be applied to other models and protocols as well.
